[Occupational aging and cardiovascular diseases].
A short review of occupational aging and cardiovascular disease is presented. Coronary and stroke events are typical diseases of aging, in which rare monogenic disorders and common polymorphisms interact with environmental factors. Among these factors, particular attention has been given to social and occupational organizations. Cardiovascular mortality apparently increases with heavy industrialization processes and lower socioeconomic and educational status. Similar data are now available for incidence and case fatality. Since traditional risk factors--e.g., cholesterol, blood pressure and smoking--follow the same pattern, but with a weaker association than expected, observational and preventive studies are considering risk possibilities beyond such factors. Job demand/job decision latitude is the most widely used paradigm to evaluate specific organizational risk at work. A few cohort or population studied and many cross-sectional studies have shown an independent and inverse relationship between decreasing control of the job, coronary disease and blood pressure levels. While such results need further confirmation, they suggest the need for more accurate research on the adverse or mutually protective influences of long-lasting adaptation processes required by prevailing work organization.